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Linear Aeroeslastic Scaling of a
Joined Wing Aircraft
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Abstract—Previous work has shown the possibility of aeroe-
lastic scaling of simple structures through the matching of non-
dimensional frequencies and mode shapes between full-scale and
scaled models. In this work a methodology for the aeroelastic
scaling of flying structures is developed and verified. Two test
subjects are chosen, a simple half-span rectangular wingbox and
lastly this methodology will be applied to Boeing’s Joined Wing
SensorCraft. The matching of these non-dimensional frequencies
and mode shapes is performed in two steps. First it is optimized
the stiffness matching of the structure through static analysis, the
structure is defined this way. Then, the mass distribution is opti-
mized through modal analysis while varying non-structural point
masses added to the already defined structure. The verification
of the aeroelastic scaling is performed through a flutter analysis
to both full-scale and scaled models and compare the resulting
flutter speed and frequency.

The Wingbox aeroelastically scaled model properly catched
the target flutter velocity, frequency and mode shape. For the
Joined Wing SensorCraft, even though the scaled model properly
catched the target flutter frequency and mode shape, there was
a noticeable error in terms of flutter velocity.

Structural similarity between scaled and full scale models
turned out to be the most critical aspect when aeroelastically
scaling a prototype.

Keywords—Aeroelasticity, aeroelastic, scaling, Joined Wing.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE flight testing of scaled remotely piloted vehicles
(RPV’s) have been an increasingly investigated option in

order to reduce time, costs and risk related to the flight testing
of prototypes. The concept of aeroelastic scaling has been used
since the early 60’s and is based on the premise that the scaled
model will present the same scaled aeroelastic response as the
full scale target vehicle.

The basis of all scaling theories is the non-
dimensionalization of the system’s governing equations
of motion (EOM) according to Buckingham’s π-theorem
[1]. In the early 60’s, Bisplinghoff et al. first applied this
scaling concept to the aeroelastic EOM in its Principles of
Aeroelasticity [2] where he emphasized the importance of
matching the scaled stiffness and mass between full-scale
and scaled models but with not much in-depth investigation
on the different scaling parameters and their influence on the
scaled model aeroelastic response. It was only in the late 70’s
that Wolowicz wrote Similitude Requirements and Scaling
Relationships as Applied to Model Testing [3], an in-depth
study on the influence of the different scaling parameters on
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the scaled aeroelastic response of the scaled model. Following
these pioneers, several other authors made a big effort
on adding control laws to the classical aeroelastic scaling
theory which included servoelastic effects into the problem.
With further developments into finite element analysis and
computational tools, optimization of FE models became a
possibility and the path towards aeroelastic scaling procedures
converged.

Lately, there has been an increasing effort from the scientific
community on the validation of different methodologies and
assumptions used to aeroelastically scale a model through
FE models optimization procedures. Pereira et al. [4] opti-
mized both stiffness and mass distributions through the same
optimization routine in order to match the scaled natural
frequencies of the full-scale model. Richards et al. [5](2010)
and Eger et al. [6] [7] (2013) used two separate optimization
routines in order to efficiently optimize the stiffness and mass
distributions of the scaled model while matching the scaled
natural frequencies and the non-dimensional mode shapes
of the full-scale model with fairly good results. Bond et al.
[8] (2012) added non-linear effects (buckling eigenvalues and
mode shapes) to the two-step optimization routine previously
stated however, the non-linear static response only matched
up to 60% of the buckling load even though she proved
the necessity of matching non-dimensional mode shapes in
addition to the scaled natural frequencies in order to have
a matching scaled aeroelastic response. Finally, Ricciardi [9]
further developed Bond’s research producing methods that
closely replicate the target’s non-linear aeroelastic behavior
while identifying new sources of local optima.

This work will also be performed using the two-step fi-
nite element model optimization routine in order to properly
aeroelastically scale a simple rectangular half-span Wingbox
and finally, the Boeing’s Joined Wing SensorCraft. A flutter
analysis will be performed to both case studies in order to
verify the matching critical aeroelastic response i.e. flutter
velocity and frequency, as well as the instability mode shape.
The scaling procedure flowchart is represented in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Flowchart of the adopted aeroelastic scaling procedure.
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Must be noticed that the type and amount of load cases
included for the stiffness matching optimization routine will be
different from case to case, the same to the amount of mode-
shapes to be included in the mass distribution optimization
routine, depending on the characteristics of the problem.

II. BOEING JOINED WING SENSORCRAFT

The Joined Wing is Boeing’s conceptual approach to the
next generation of unmanned aerial vehicles known as Sen-
sorCraft. SensorCraft configurations are categorized as HALE
(High Altitude, Long Endurance) aircrafts and their main
purpose is to perform intelligence, surveillance and reconnais-
sance of areas of interest. Originally proposed by Wolkovich
[10] in 1985, the joined wing configuration has numerous po-
tential benefits over conventional designs such as the reduction
of the wing+tail structural weight and a lower induced drag.
Also, by having 2 forward and 2 aft wings, the Joined Wing
SensorCraft has an advantage over the remaining conceptual
approaches for it provides an unobstructed 360 degree sensor
field-of-vision capability when sensors are mounted in all four
wing panels. Several authors have been studying the benefits of
using load bearing antenna arrays with structural importance
for the airplane’s integrity [11] as to save weight and add
stiffness. Further research and development has shown that
this design tends to develop geometric nonlinearities though.
HALE aircrafts are usually characterized by having slender
wings (high aspect ratio) which are very flexible and under
heavy loads this high flexibility and aspect ratios will develop
large deflections [12] [13] that linear theories struggle to
represent also, the aft wing is prone to Buckling. These large
static deflections can change the natural frequencies of the
wing which, in turn, can produce significant changes to the
aircraft’s aeroelastic behavior. This behavior can be accounted
for only by using a rigorous nonlinear aeroelastic analysis [14]
[15]. However, these geometric nonlinearities and their effect
on the results represent a whole field of studies by themselves
and will not take part in this thesis, only the linear aspect of
the aeroelastic scaling procedure will be analysed.

Figure 2 represents the full-scale JWSC for a better under-
standing of its geometry, its physical and flight properties are
also presented in Table I.

Fig. 2: Representation of the Boeing’s Joined Wing Sensor-
Craft.

The main objective of this work is to develop a 5 meter
span RPV that has the same scaled critical aeroelastic response
that of the full scale i.e. flutter speed and frequency. The

JWSC property Value
Wing span (b) 45.71 [m]
Overall length 31.40 [m]
Overall height 7.92 [m]
Design TOGW 70472.40 [kg]

Design fuel load 34019.40 [kg]
Cruise Mach number 0.8
Maximum ferry range 16000 [nm]
Take-off field length <2438 [m]
Maximum altitude 21945 [m]

Maximum endurance 32 [hours]
On-station time 20 [hours]

TABLE I: JWSC physical and flight properties.

methodology used for the scaling procedure is a variation of
the one used by Richards et al. [5], Bond et al. [8] and Eger
et al. [6] and some other authors and relies on the structural
optimization of a finite element model in order to match the
scaled natural frequencies and mode shapes of the full scale
model, as previously shown in Figure 1, as to aeroelastically
scale it.

III. AEROELASTIC EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND SCALING

The system of equations that describe the motion for the
dynamic analysis of linear aeroelastic phenomena in the fre-
quency domain is the following:

[M ] {ẍ}+ [K] {x} = [A] {x}+ [M ] {ag} (1)

where {x} is the column vector of the elastic deformations,
[M ] is the mass matrix, [K] is the stiffness matrix, [A] is
the aerodynamic matrix in the frequency domain composed
of complex numbers representing the phase and magnitude
of the aerodynamic response and {ag} is a column vector
with the gravitational accelerations for each degree of freedom.
The dot over the generalized coordinates, (̇), represents the
derivative with respect to time - double dot represents the
second temporal derivative, as well.

A. Aeroelastic Scaling
The generalised scaling procedure is based on the non-

dimensionalization of the system’s governing equations of
motion using the well known Buckingham π-theorem [1]. The
process for the non-dimensionalization of the linear aeroelastic
EOM is outlined by Bisplinghoff et al. in Aeroelasticity [2],
some practical examples are given as well. In order to start the
non-dimensionalization of the EOM, we’ll take into account
the linear aerodynamic theory and represent the aerodynamic
coefficient matrix as a function of three non-dimensional
parameters, the reduced frequency (κ = ωb

V ), the Mach number
(M ) and the Reynolds number (Re) as:

[A] =
1

2
ρV 2S

b

[
Ā(κ,M,Re)

]
(2)

being ρ the air density, V the airspeed, S the surface
area and [Ā] is the non-dimensional aerodynamic matrix
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in the frequency domain. Substituting (2) in (1) and non-
dimensionalizing the deformation vector {x} using the refer-
ence length b, the half-span, we get the following system:

[M ]
{

¨̄x
}

+ [K] {x̄} = q
S

b

[
Ā(κ,M,Re)

]
{x̄}+ [M ] {ag}

(3)
We can now write the non-dimensional deformations,{x̄},

in terms of non-dimensional mode shapes.

{x̄} = [φ] {η} (4)

where [φ] is the matrix of the non-dimensional mode-shapes
and {η} are the modal coordinates. Substituting (4) in (3)
and pre-multiplying by [φ]T , we manage to diagonalize the
mass and stiffness matrices according to the bi-orthogonality
property and get the diagonal modal mass matrix, 〈mi〉,and
the diagonal modal stiffness matrix, 〈ki〉.

〈mi〉 = [φ]
T

[M ] [φ] (5)

〈ki〉 = [φ]
T

[K] [φ] = 〈miω
2
i 〉 (6)

being 〈ω〉 the diagonal matrix of modal frequencies. The com-
plex aerodynamic coefficient matrix is also modified trough
this multiplication and is now a function of the mode shapes.

Substituting (5) and (6) in (3), the following relationship is
obtained:

〈mi〉{η̈}+ 〈ki〉{η} = q
S

b

[
Ām(φ, κ,M,Re)

]
{η}+

+ 〈mi〉 [φ]
−1 {ag} (7)

Manipulating this equation and dividing it by a reference mass,
m1 = 1, and a reference frequency, ω1 = 1, the modal mass
and frequency of the 1st vibration mode, we get:

〈m̄i〉{
∗∗
η }+〈m̄iω̄

2
i 〉{η} =

qS

bm1ω2
1

[
Ām(φ, κ,M,Re)

]
{η}+

+
g

bω2
1

〈m̄i〉 [φ]
−1 {āg} (8)

(∗∗) denotes the second derivative with respect to the non-
dimensional time, τ = tω1. Expanding the dynamic pressure,
q = 1

2ρV
2 and multiplying the aerodynamic term by b2/b2

and the gravitational term by bV 2/bV 2, we can rewrite the
system as:

〈m̄i〉{
∗∗
η }+ 〈m̄iω̄

2
i 〉{η} =

1

2

µ1

κ21

[
Ām(φ, κ,M,Re)

]
{η}+

+
1

Fr2κ21
〈m̄i〉 [φ]

−1 {āg} (9)

Where µ1 represents the the mass ratio for the first mode,
κ1 the reduced frequency for the first mode and Fr = V√

bg
,

the Froude number. The Froude number is a serious constraint
for a system with aeroelastic-flight mechanic coupling. Such
coupling is inherent in any highly flexible aircraft that is the
case of the JWSC. With this last step we’re now facing a totally
non-dimensional set of EOM.

One can now see that in order to create a scaled or
"equivalent" aeroelastic system some constraints have to be
applied to the model, namely:

1) Same aerodynamic shape is required for Ā to be the
same as the full-scale airplane.

2) Same non-dimensional mode shapes are required for
Ām to be the same as the full-scale airplane.

3) Same Froude number is required.
4) Same set of reduced frequencies κi is required.
5) Same set of mass ratio µi is required.
6) Same Mach number is required if compressibility ef-

fects are important.
7) Same Reynolds number is required number if viscous

effects are important.
In the present work, as we’re working with an RPV which

operational speeds are usually around 0.0 < Mm < 0.3 around
Standard Sea Level conditions, the compressibility effects
were not put into account therefore there is no Mach number
matching. As for the Viscous effects and Reynolds number
matching, the scaled model has constraints in the velocity
which (at the same atmospheric conditions as the full scale
model) will develop a three times smaller Reynolds number
at the same point. In order to have flow similarity between
full scale and scaled models it was decided that the use of
passive flow transition control systems such as wires with
diameter defined by Gibbings criterion in the scaled model
would provide the desired results.

1) Calculating the scaling parameters for the JWSC: Let us
start by defining the length ratio, λl. As we know the full-scale
airplane span and the desired span for the scaled model, the
relation is straightforward.

λl =
bm
bw

=
45.62856

5
≈ 1

9
(10)

being the full-scale characteristics represented by the subscript
w and the scaled model’s by the subscript m. The size and
aerodynamic shape (item 1) of the scaled model are completely
defined by this length ratio. The next step will be the matching
of the Froude number (item 3), so that:

Fr =
Vm√
bmg

=
Vw√
bwg

(11)

this relationship will give the airspeed ratio, λV , between
scaled and full-scale models,

λV =
Vm
Vw

=

√
bm
bw

=
√
λl =

1

3
(12)

now, having both the length ratio and the velocity ratio set, one
can extract the time scale, in this case given by the frequency
ratio, λω . Taking into account the reduced frequency (item 4),
κ = bω

V , we have:(
bω

V

)
m

=

(
bω

V

)
w

→ λω =
ωm
ωw

=
bw
bm

Vm
Vw

=
λV
λl

= 3

(13)
From the mass ratio (item 5), µ = ρSb

m , we get:(
ρSb

m

)
m

=

(
ρSb

m

)
w

(14)
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and knowing that the baseline chord of both full-scale and
scaled model is related by cm = bm

bw
cw and that the wing area

is S = bc, one can relate mass ratio, λm, and air density ratio,
λρ, as:(
ρb3

m

)
m

=

(
ρb3

m

)
w

→ λρ =
ρm
ρw

=

(
bw
bm

)3
mm

mw
= 729λm

(15)
For the present work was considered λρ = 1, therefore
λm = (729)−1 = 1.37 × 10−3. Note that if cruise con-
ditions for the full-scale and scaled models were used for
the calculation of the air density ratio, the resulting mass
ratio would be unrealistically low and impracticable for the
structural optimization.

The non-dimensional mode shapes (item 2) between full-
scale and scaled models can be related through:(√

m{φ}
)
m

=
(√
m{φ}

)
w
→ λφ =

{φ}m
{φ}w

=
1√
λm

= 27

(16)
We have now scaling ratios defining all primary quantities

(length, time and mass), one can now deduce all the necessary
scaling ratios for the problem as their function. For the current
problem we will be defining the force ratio, λF , and the
moment of inertia ratio, λi. As known, the SI unit for force is
the Newton that can be derived through the primary quantities
as [kg · ms2 ], therefore:[
kg · m

s2

]
→ λF = λρλ

2
V λ

2
l = λm = (729)−1 = 1.37× 10−3

(17)
The SI unit for moment of inertia is [kg · m2] and applying
the same methodology as for the force ratio, we get:[

kg ·m2
]
→ λi = λρλ

5
l = (59049)−1 = 1.69× 10−5 (18)

With this, all the scaling ratios necessary to the solving of the
problem are now defined, in Table II there is a summary of
all of them for the reader comfort.

Scaling ratio Value
Length ratio (λl) 1/9

Velocity ratio (λV ) 1/3
Frequency ratio (λω) 3
Air density ratio (λρ) 1

Mass ratio (λm) 1.37× 10−3

Mode shape ratio (λφ) 27
Force ratio (λF ) 1.37× 10−3

Moment of Inertia ratio (λi) 1.69× 10−5

TABLE II: Defined scaling ratios for the JWSC.

IV. WINGBOX AEROELASTIC SCALING

In this section the scaling methodology will be put to the test
with the scaling of a simple half-span rectangular Wingbox.
The scaling procedure is based on the iterative optimization
of a finite element model in order to have matching non-
dimensional mode shapes and reduced frequencies between

full-scale and scaled models. The Wingbox for the current
problem is a simple half-span 3-spar model with 11 evenly
spaced ribs and bottom and top skins, the central spar has
top and bottom caps in order to provide extra stiffness to the
structure. The material used for its construction is Aluminium
metal. The model layout is depicted in Figure 3 and the
structure is fixed (Ux = Uy = Uz = 0) at its root,
y = 0, where x is the chordwise coordinate, y is the spanwise
coordinate and z completes the orthogonal coordinate system.

Fig. 3: Wingbox FE model.

Before the modal analysis was run, a simple mesh con-
vergence analysis was performed and the element size was
selected. The modal analysis extracted results for the first 15
modes but only the first 10 will be of importance for the scaling
procedure, from the analysis was also extracted the total mass
of the full scale model as mw = 330.55 [kg].

The design constraint for the scaled model was to create a
model that could fit in a wind-tunnel test chamber with a 1
meter diameter. The half-span of the scaled model was chosen
fulfilling this pre-requisite and set to b = 0.75 [m].

Having the reference length, b, defined and following the
same procedure as presented in the previous section for the
JWSC, one can calculate all the scaling parameters needed
for the scaling of the Wingbox. Note that, once again, the air
density ratio was set to λρ = 1. In Table III are presented all
the relevant scaling ratios for the Wingbox.

Scaling ratio Value
Length ratio (λl) 0.123

Velocity ratio (λV ) 0.351
Frequency ratio (λω) 2.851
Air density ratio (λρ) 1

Mass ratio (λm) 1.86× 10−3

Mode shape ratio (λφ) 23.173
Force ratio (λF ) 1.86× 10−3

Moment of Inertia ratio (λi) 2.82× 10−5

TABLE III: Defined scaling ratios for the Wingbox.

The initial design point for the optimization routine of the
scaled model has a similar structure layout as the full-scale
model but, of course, was scaled down to 12.3% of its size. The
length ratio was also used for scaling down the characteristic
dimensions of the full-scale model such as spars, ribs and skin
thickness and hight. The target mass for the scaled model can
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also be calculated, mm = 0.6156 [kg] and of course that all
the other scaled target quantities can already be calculated too.

A. Optimization procedure and constraints
The structural optimization procedure was performed using

Phoenix Integration’s Modelcenter R© optimization tool. In the
previous section was stated that the outer shape of the scaled
model is defined solely by the full-scale model and the length
ratio. This way, the scaled model hight is already constrained
and so are the section hights for the different structural
elements in the scaled model. Taking this into account, the
only variables usable for the optimization procedure were the
section thicknesses of the spars, ribs and skins.

For the stiffness matching, two different load cases were
used in order to properly match both the bending and the
torsional stiffness of the model. In one case the models were
subjected to a point force causing pure bending while in the
other two point forces were applied causing a situation of pure
torsion. The loads applied were all of the same magnitude
Pw = 5000 [N ] in the full-scale model. Having already defined
the force ratio, λF , one can calculate the forces to be applied
to the scaled model as Pm = 9, 311 [N ]. Nodal deformations
of the full-scale model from both load cases were scaled
down with the length ratio (λl) creating the deformation vector
{Uw}. A Root Mean Square Deviation variable was defined
as:

RMSD =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(Uwi
− Umi

)
2

n
(19)

where n is the number of nodal values, the subscript w refers
to the full scale model and the subscript m refers to the scaled
model. An average nodal relative error, ē, is also defined and
serves as reference when presenting results for the matching,
it is the average value between all the nodal relative errors.
The objective function for the stiffness optimization routine
was then set as to minimize the RMSD variable.

For the mass distribution matching, 33 point masses were
added to the already stiffness matched scaled model in a
symmetric manner as to match the modal response to the target
scaled values. Two more RMSD variables were defined, one
for the scaled mode shapes and another for the scaled fre-
quencies, lets call them RMSDφ and RMSDω , respectively,
being:

RMSDφ =

k∑
j=1


√√√√ n∑

i=1

(φwi − φmi)
2

n

 (20)

and

RMSDω =

√√√√√ k∑
j=1

(
ωwj
− ωmj

)2
k

(21)

where k is the number of vibration modes used for the
matching of the modal response. Note that all mode shapes
were equally weighted, as well as the modal frequencies. The

objective function for the optimization routine was chosen
equally weighting both RMSD variables as:

min (RMSDφ +RMSDω) (22)

The optimization variables were the values of the point masses,
constrained symmetrically and to the target scaled mass,
mm = 0.6156± 5% [kg].

B. Wingbox scaling results

The best result for the stiffness matching returned an average
error for the pure bending test case of ēbending = 0.538% and
for the torsion test case of ētorsion = 1.844%. These values
imply a proper static response matching between full-scale and
scaled models and set the structure for the modal response
matching.

1) Scaled modal response: In Table IV are presented the
results obtained for the optimization run where 10 modes
were included into the optimization routine, eω represents the
relative error in terms of frequency and ēφ represents the
average nodal error for the modal displacements.

# Target Optimized eω ēφ
1 12.233 [Hz] 13.369 [Hz] 1.02% 2.57%
2 57.264 [Hz] 52.818 [Hz] 7.76% 2.35%
3 66.693 [Hz] 66.942 [Hz] 0.37% 3.26%
4 75.896 [Hz] 76.910 [Hz] 1.33% 7.50%
5 190.156 [Hz] 188.480 [Hz] 0.88% 7.68%
6 200.768 [Hz] 201.560 [Hz] 0.39% 5.12%
7 310.099 [Hz] 277.720 [Hz] 10.44% 7.00%
8 328.260 [Hz] 326.970 [Hz] 0.39% 12.56%
9 335.159 [Hz] 339.510 [Hz] 1.30% 21.80%
10 466.133 [Hz] 458.860 [Hz] 1.56% 39.60%

TABLE IV: Matching of the modal response with all 10 modes.

The total mass of this model after the optimization procedure
was mm = 0.62334 [kg] that represents a relative error of
emass = 1.26% to the target scaled value.

Quantitatively analysing the optimized mode shapes, there is
a good correspondence between all the 10 of them. However,
two of the obtained modes, the 2nd and 7th, even though they
represented the same mode shape, their representation was out
of phase to the target full scale and presented a bigger relative
error in terms of frequency, no explanation was found for this
phenomenon.

2) Aeroelastic response verification: The last step to this
aeroelastic scaling procedure is the aeroelastic response verifi-
cation in order to see if the scaled flutter velocity and frequency
as well as the instability mode were properly matched. For the
flutter analysis of the structure Zona Tech’s ZAERO R© software
was used.

Infinite plate splines were used to transfer deformations and
loads between the structural finite element model and the aero-
dynamic panel model. Standard Sea-Level (SSL) conditions
were used for both the full scale and the scaled models, being
ρ∞ = 1.225 [kg/m3]. In Figure 4 is represented the evolution
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Fig. 4: Full-scale model flutter analysis (g-method) - Air
velocity versus Damping.

of the structural damping with respect to the air stream velocity
as obtained through the g-method for the full scale model.

Analysing this graphic one can realize that the natural vibra-
tion mode responsible for the flutter instability is the 3rd mode,
represented in red. The correspondent flutter characteristics are
presented in Table V.

Flutter speed - Vf Flutter frequency - ff
g-method 261.38 [m/s] 15.34 [Hz]

TABLE V: Flutter response characteristics for the full-scale
model as obtained through the g-method.

Through the K-method was obtained a flutter velocity of
Vf = 254.40[m/s] and frequency of ff = 15.73[Hz] also
for a divergence of the 3rd vibration mode. These values are
quite similar to the ones obtained through the g-method, as
expected, and the corresponding flutter instability vibration
mode is represented in Figure 5. In this representation it is
clear dominance of the 3rd vibration mode, the first torsional
mode.

Fig. 5: Full-scale model flutter instability vibration mode with
several time steps.

Now, looking back into Table III and multiplying the full-
scale model flutter velocities and frequencies for the velocity
ratio (λV ) and frequency ratio (λω), respectively, we get the

expected/target values for the scaled model flutter response
characteristics.

In Figure 6 is, once again, represented the evolution of the
structural damping with respect to the air stream velocity as
obtained through the g-method, this time for the scaled model.

Fig. 6: Scaled model flutter analysis (g-method) - Air velocity
versus Damping.

Observing the previous Figure 6 it is clear that, once again,
the 3rd natural vibration mode, represented in red, is the
responsible for the flutter instability, as expected. The flutter
response characteristics for the g-method (Vf and ff ) are
represented in Table VI.

Flutter speed - Vf Flutter frequency - ff
g-method 91.04 [m/s] 44.69 [Hz]

TABLE VI: Flutter response characteristics for the scaled
model as obtained through the g-method.

Through the K-method was obtained a flutter velocity of
Vf = 89.00[m/s] and frequency of ff = 45.55[Hz] also for a
divergence of the 3rd vibration mode. These values are, once
again, very close to the ones obtained through the g-method, as
expected and, once again, the corresponding flutter instability
vibration mode is represented in Figure 7.

Through visual analysis of Figure 7 it is also clear the
dominance of the 3rd natural vibration mode, the first torsional
mode. Comparing both full-scale and scaled model’s flutter
instability vibration modes, one can see the clear similitude
that also proves the correct scaling of the non-dimensional
aeroelastic response. As for the aeroelastic response charac-
teristics (Vf and ff ), both the values obtained through the
g-method and the K-method are really close to the target
values, this deviation is represented as relative errors for a
better understanding in Table VII.

With a maximum error of 0.69% for the matching of the
flutter velocity (Vf ) and of 2.22% for the flutter frequency
(ff ), both for the g-method, one can conclude that the applied
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Fig. 7: Scaled model flutter instability vibration mode with
several time steps.

Target Optimized Rel. error

g-method Vf 91.68 [m/s] 91.04 [m/s] 0.69%
ff 43.72 [Hz] 44.69 [Hz] 2.22%

K-method Vf 89.23 [m/s] 89.00 [m/s] 0.26%
ff 44.85 [Hz] 45.55 [Hz] 1.56%

TABLE VII: Overview of the aeroelastic response matching
for the Wingbox.

aeroelastic scaling methodology is a success and the Wingbox
was properly scaled, retaining its non-dimensional aeroelastic
response characteristics.

V. JOINED WING SENSORCRAFT AEROELASTIC SCALING

In this section, the scaling methodology presented in section
3 will be used once more, this time for the linear aeroelastic
scaling of the Joined Wing SensorCraft. Differently from the
Wingbox optimization presented in the previous section, in this
case there will be no structural similitude between full-scale
and scaled models due to lack of information. Data for the
stiffness matching with eight different load cases was provided
by Boeing but not the prototype’s internal structure. Boeing
also provided modal analysis data for C.G. constrained and
free modal response of the full-scale JWSC for the first 30
vibration modes.

The elaboration of the internal structure of the scaled model
was an iterative process relying on the data provided by
Boeing. It was a very time-consuming work where several
different models were optimized with no good results until
the final version was found. The final version of the scaled FE
model is represented in Figure 8 with oblique and top views.

Fig. 8: Final version of the JWSC internal structure FE model.

Both forward and aft wings as well as the central boom
are composed from the same Aluminium metal that was used
for the Wingbox in the previous section. As for the fuselage
internal structure, a carbon-fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP)
laminated composite was used.

The initial design point for the optimization was defined
in a similar manner as for the Wingbox case and taking into
account the length ratio already presented in Table II applied to
the full-scale wings, central boom and fuselage section hights
and lengths.

A. Optimization procedure and constraints
For this optimization procedure was used the Direct Multi-

Search (DMS) optimization algorithm provided by professor
Aguilar Madeira from DEM-IST, TU, Lisbon. This algorithm
relies on a derivative-free method for multiobjective optimiza-
tion problems that uses the concept of Pareto dominance to
attain and maintain a list of feasible nondominated (optimum)
points [16].

Starting by the stiffness matching of the scaled model, eight
different load cases where each of the applied point forces
had the value of Pw = 1000 [lb] or Pw = 4449.74 [N ] were
included in the optimization. Taking into account the force
ratio (λF ) already defined in Table II and multiplying it by
Pw we reach the value of the point forces to be applied to the
scaled model as Pm = 5.325 [N ].

Once again, a set of strategically placed nodes (30 for
half-airplane, because of symmetry) was selected in order to
compare the obtained values to the ones provided by Boeing.
The optimization variables for this phase were the forward and
aft wing sectional properties (thickness and hight at the root
and at the tip, because all spar beams were defined as linearly
tapered) and the radius for all the different ribs, central boom
and all the different connections (all defined as circular beams).

It was chosen to first pair the load cases into four 2-objective
optimization routines.This time, instead of using the root mean
square deviation (RMSD) as in the previous section, was
adopted a MIN-MAX optimization objective, defined as:

MAXk = max


 |Uw1

− Um1
|

|Uw2 − Um2 |
...

|Uwn − Umn |


 (23)

where the subscript k represents the load case number, n is
the number of nodes for extracting data, Uw represents the
scaled nodal displacements of the full-scale model and Um
the scaled model nodal displacements. Should be noticed that
there was an objective function like this for each load case and
for the load cases with point forces in the z direction was only
taken into account the z direction displacements as well as for
the load cases with point forces in the y direction where was
only taken into account the y direction displacements. This
objective variable will set the DMS algorithm to minimize
the maximum absolute difference between target and obtained
nodal values. No constraints were put into the optimization
procedure at this time and no stopping criteria was defined
for all the four pairs of load cases but they were run until
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several feasible points in each Pareto dominance front had both
objectives (MAXk) inferior to 1mm. With all the optimization
pairs achieving this pre-determined result, all eight load cases
were run simultaneously as to retrieve the best overall result,
if possible, with max(MAXk), (k = 1, 2, 3, ..., 8) inferior to
1mm.

For the modal response matching a total of 29 varying point
masses with no structural influence were added to the structure
which, because of symmetry originated 16 optimization vari-
ables. A new set of 54 nodes for extraction purposes was also
strategically set into the FE model, this time through all the
plane in order to catch anti-symmetric mode shapes, if needed.

This time, the target values will be the full-scale free
modal analysis data and, as in the Wingbox case, two RMSD
objective variables were defined, one for the scaled frequencies
and another for the scaled mode shapes. As any other 6-DOF
free modal analysis, in both the target data and the scaled
FE model there are 6 rigid body frequencies/mode shapes.
These vibration modes were not included in the optimization
procedure therefore, the 10 modes to be matched were from
the 7th to the 16th. RMSD variables were preferred to the
MIN-MAX ones because of its global-like behaviour that better
suits the current problem where more than one mode shape is
included and was imposed a constraint on the structure total
weight as to discard any design point which had a mass over
85kg, a value close to the target of mm = 84.34 [kg]. The two
RMSD objective variables for this step are then:

RMSDφ =

k∑
j=1


√√√√ n∑

i=1

(φwi − φmi)
2

n

 (24)

and

RMSDω =

√√√√√ k∑
j=1

(
ωwj
− ωmj

)2
k

(25)

where k is the mode number, corresponding to the 7th mode
k = 1 and to the 16th mode k = 10 and n is the number
of extracted nodal values. Once again the objective variable
for the nodal displacements (RMSDφ) only used the z com-
ponent of displacements. The DMS algorithm was then set to
minimize these two variables.

B. Joined Wing SensorCraft scaling results
The best optimization run for the stiffness matching of

the JWSC with all the eight load cases returned the results
presented in Table VIII. Note that this time there is no error
or average error but the value for the MAXk variable, the
absolute maximum difference between nodal values and target
values for each case.

As can be seen in Table VIII, the results were almost all
bellow the 1mm objective previously determined however, for
the load case number 5, the maximum difference between
nodal and target values is just above 1mm, MAX5 = 1.0418
[mm]. Despite the fact that MAX5 > 1mm, these values

k MAXk Component
1 0.4846 [mm] Uz
2 0.2910 [mm] Uz
3 0.7377 [mm] Uz
4 0.0726 [mm] Uz
5 1.0418 [mm] Uz
6 0.5952 [mm] Uy
7 0.7303 [mm] Uz
8 0.2094 [mm] Uy

TABLE VIII: Optimal values for the objectives in the stiffness
matching optimization procedure for the JWSC.

represent a proper matching of the static response between
the scaled model and the target values for the correspondent
design variables define the section properties of the forward
wing (spars+ribs), the aft wing (spars+ribs), the central boom
(spars+ribs), the connection between the forward and aft wings
and the connection between the aft wings and the central boom.

1) Scaled modal response: As previously said, 10 modes
(from the 7th to the 16th) were included in the scaled modal
response matching for the scaled JWSC. The first six rigid
body modes have near-zero correspondent frequency for both
the scaled and the full scale model and will not be presented
here. The results for the matching of these 10 modes are
presented in Table IX with the relative error for the frequency
(eω) and the average relative error for the mode shape matching
(ēφ).

# Target Optimized eω ēφ
7th 3.236 [Hz] 3.201 [Hz] 1.08% 3.89%
8th 4.251 [Hz] 4.415 [Hz] 3.86% 3.95%
9th 6.758 [Hz] 5.697 [Hz] 15.70% 4.18%
10th 7.615 [Hz] 6.480 [Hz] 14.90% 5.78%
11th 9.796 [Hz] 8.705 [Hz] 11.14% —
12th 10.881 [Hz] 9.190 [Hz] 15.54% —
13th 12.907 [Hz] 12.489 [Hz] 3.24% 14.72%
14th 17.804 [Hz] 15.366 [Hz] 13.69% 17.91%
15th 18.819 [Hz] 15.495 [Hz] 17.66% —
16th 18.961 [Hz] 16.883 [Hz] 10.96% —

TABLE IX: Matching of the modal response with 10 modes
for the JWSC.

This solution developed a structure with a total weight
of mm = 74.32 [kg] which represents a relative error of
emass = 11.90% to the target scaled value of mw = 84.34
[kg]. Comparing the results presented in Table IX with the
ones retrieved from the Wingbox scaling (Table IV) one can
see that both the relative errors for the frequencies and the
average errors for the mode shapes are bigger. The reason for
the more noticeable errors in these results resides in the fact
that there is no structural layout similarity between scaled and
the full scale model which makes the matching of the modal
response much more difficult and time-consuming while also
delivering worse overall results. The 2 pairs of vibration modes
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with no entry for the nodal average error are not in the correct
order therefore, there is no sense in presenting these errors.

Even though the matching for the JWSC returned relative
errors for the frequencies and the displacements considerably
bigger than the ones for the Wingbox scaling procedure, this
was, by far, the best achieved design and will be flutter tested in
the next section as to verify the aeroelastic response matching.

C. Aeroelastic response verification

The flutter testing was performed in SSL conditions for
both the full scale and the scaled models and in Figure 9
is represented the evolution of the structural damping with
respect to the air stream velocity as obtained through the g-
method for the full scale model.

Fig. 9: Full-scale model flutter analysis (g-method) - Air
velocity versus Damping.

Through the analysis of this graphic one can see that the
vibration mode responsible for the flutter instability is the 11th

mode, represented in magenta. Both the flutter velocity (Vf )
and frequency (ff ) for this case are presented in Table X.

Flutter speed - Vf Flutter frequency - ff
g-method 101.39 [m/s] 8.49 [Hz]

TABLE X: Flutter response characteristics for the full-scale
model as obtained through the g-method.

Through the K-method, also for a divergence of the 11th

vibration mode, the obtained flutter characteristics were Vf =
105.10[m/s] and ff = 8.71[Hz] which are in accordance with
the values obtained through the g-method. The resulting flutter
instability vibration mode is represented in Figure 10.

Now, for the flutter analysis of the scaled model a similar
aerodynamic model and methodology were used. The resulting
evolution of the structural damping to the sir stream velocity
as obtained through the g-method is represented in Figure 11.

One can see that the vibration mode responsible for the
flutter instability of the scaled model is the 12th mode,
represented in black, and its flutter response characteristics
are represented in Table XI.

Through the K-method was obtained a flutter velocity,
also for a divergence of the 12th vibration mode, of Vf =
70.00[m/s] and a flutter frequency of ff = 8.99[Hz] that,

Fig. 10: Full-scale model flutter instability vibration mode with
several time steps.

Fig. 11: Scaled model flutter analysis (g-method) - Air velocity
versus Damping.

Flutter speed - Vf Flutter frequency - ff
g-method 68.80 [m/s] 8.99 [Hz]

TABLE XI: Flutter response characteristics for the scaled
model as obtained through the g-method.

once again, are close to the values obtained through the g-
method. The resulting flutter instability vibration mode is
represented in Figure 12.

Fig. 12: Scaled model flutter instability vibration mode with
several time steps.

Should be noticed that the optimized FE scaled model had
two pairs of switched vibration modes, being one of them the
eleventh and the twelfth, this fact is the reason behind the
similarity between the scaled and full scale flutter instability
vibration modes. In Table XII there is a comparison between
the obtained flutter response characteristics for the scaled
model and the full scale.
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Target Optimized Rel. error

g-method Vf 101.39 [m/s] 68.80 [m/s] 32.14%
ff 8.49 [Hz] 8.99 [Hz] 5.89%

K-method Vf 105.10 [m/s] 70.00 [m/s] 33.3%
ff 8.71 [Hz] 8.99 [Hz] 3.21%

TABLE XII: Overview of the aeroelastic response matching
for the JWSC.

Even though the relative error in terms of flutter frequency
is low, there is a notorious discrepancy between the target and
the obtained velocities for the scaled model. The reason behind
such disparity in the flutter velocities is the poor matching of
the mode shape that comes from the scaled model eleventh
and twelfth being switched. The smaller relative error for the
flutter frequency comes from the similarity between the scaled
eleventh natural frequency for the full scale model (9.796
[Hz]) and the twelfth natural frequency for the scaled model
(9.190 [Hz]) that are characteristic of the same vibration mode.

When comparing these results with the ones obtained for
the Wingbox in the previous section one can see the impor-
tance of structural similarity when matching scaled aeroelastic
responses between computational models.

VI. CONCLUSION

The results obtained in this thesis prove that a aeroelasti-
cally scaled model retaining the scaled aeroelastic response
i.e. flutter velocity and frequency as well the correspondent
instability mode, is achievable through the matching of the
structure scaled modal response.

During the modal response matching optimization routine
it was also proven that when more natural frequencies and
mode shapes are included into the modal response matching,
the overall results are better. The scaled inertia and center of
gravity of similar structures also tend to the target scaled value
with a proper matching of the modal response.

For the Wingbox case there was a successful matching of
the scaled aeroelastic response with the correct flutter mode,
frequency and velocity being captured with both the g and the
K-method. However, for the Joined Wing SensorCraft, even
though the correct flutter mode and frequency were caught,
there was a big disparity in terms of the flutter velocity with
relative errors around 33% for both the g and the K-method.
These big errors come from the fact that there was no structural
similarity between the scaled and the full scale models which
made the optimization procedure much more time-consuming
and with worse overall results than that of the Wingbox where
the scaled model structure layout was previously defined. This
fact proves the importance of using a structurally similar scaled
model as the initial design point when aeroelastically scaling
a prototype.

This procedure of aeroelastically scaling a prototype is
then a cost-effective manner of flight testing large span such
as HALE aircrafts and commercial airliners with the risks
associated with piloting a small RPV. Despite the increase in
cost, the use of variable density wind tunnels (in order to have a
air density ratio of λρ = 1) to test aeroelastically scaled models

can deliver reliable flight test results for operational conditions
i.e. cruise conditions in order to have a pre-prototype airwor-
thiness evaluation.
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